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The alcohol portion of the research focused
on the following:

BACKGROUND AND STUDY SCOPE

The major focus of this study has been to
identify and analyze patterns of drug and

Aggregate per capita consumption as measured by an analysis of tax' revenues, when
such data were available;

'alcohol abuse in 14 communities 1,yhich have
experienced sudden and severe economic dislocations 47 boom and 7 suddenly depressed).

This project is an outgrowth of research

Use estimates, made by gathering data
from treatment programs and hospitals;

edge about economic dislocations, which began

and

directed toward expandiog,the state of knowlundel the auspices of the U.S., Department

An analysis of arrest records for driving
while intoxicated (DWI) and public drunk -Lf
.enness (if it was a local offense).

of Commerce in 1976. Utilizing economid data
collected previously under Commerce auspices,

the drug and alcohol findings were analyzed
to atttreipt to determine whether relationships
exist between levels of substance abuse and

Although other economic data were gathered,.
four conventional and easily obtainable measures of'economic change were emphasized in
the analysis: population, total employment,
per capita income, and in de.clining communities, the unemployment rate.

sudden economic change.

-

The drug abuse data collection portion of the
study had the following dimensions:

Drug-related arrest data were collected
and analyzed. When possible, drugrelated arrests were classified by drug of

STUDY FINDINGS

abuse.
0

The analytic and case study evidence indi-

Data from such sources as d>tig treatment
programs were gathered.

cates that boom towns appear to have a)more
serious problem of substance abuse associated
with economic change iddicators than do communities suffering sudden economic declines.
Although some depressed communities experienced increases in substance abuse (primarily

When available, overdose data colleCted
from hospital, emergency rooms were analyzed.

alcohol), there were no consistent trends in
0
1

5

4

In response-to these drug and alcohol probsome companies have ipstituted steps
aimed at solving them. Because of absenteeism and concern for their liability with regard
to the safety of workers who drink, companiet

Boom-communtiei, on the other
hand, clearly have a- serious abuse problem
those areas.

14-ns,

to contend with (particularly with regard to

alcohol) and an expanded Federal assistance
role may be warranted.'

-are -beginning -to-- develop and pay for-, alcohol
treatment programs.

Analysis of economic and substance abuse,
indicators shows a clear relatioqship-between
boom town growth arfd increased alcohol
abuse, such that in boom, towns (alcohol abuse
Increased at a rate faster than population
growth. Anecdotal evidence gathered in the
case studies suggests that drug, abuse is 8150
a serious_problem_in boom communities; how-

Where drug abuse and treatment services
through public or nonprofit private agencies
exist, they are limited. In mast communities,
they are understaffed-Ts Funding is limited
and there appears to b'e a lack of coordination

ever, the hard' data gathered in this study
do not show it. to be increasing at a rate
faster

than

pokulation

is

among human

service prOViders.
6

its indicated above, the quantitative analysis
and the anecdotal eviden,ce for bust towns
are less conclusive. Nonetheless, both suggest that problems 'exist, particularly in the
area of alcohol abuse. Again, although the

increasing.

In many cases,, the, anecdotal evidence
gathered in boom towns is more.telling than

d --ard-TIOt as Straightforward c/S irr-the case

hard-ctuant4-ta-t-i-ve-data-w4tcere-ga-tlief-ed--.

of boom communities, in some of the places
examined, there was et least the suggestion
that sudden ebpnomic declines were tied to
rises in alcohol abuse.

Police and prosecutors estimate that signifi-

cant proportions of their total arrests and

case loads are alcohol related, a circumstance
echoed by probation (officers, mental health

counselors, and otheproviders of services.

Policy suggestion.-nd recommendations which
result from the findings focus on deeveloping
more knowledge about the relationship
between economic conditions and drug,and
alcohol use. Such knowledge will allow for
the development of appropriate treatmenton
the_local level, and may lead to increased
emphasis on economic, variables in allocating
treatment funds.

Despite the lack of hard data, abuse of other
drugs 'such as hertoin and barbiturates is also
indicated by anecdotal evidpnce. There also
appears to be a trend toward polydrub use
in which substances are combined. Marijuana
use is widespread among all age groups and
accounts for the majority of nonalcoholrelated drug arrests. The use of heroin and
"other hard drugs does not appear to.be a

serious problem, althotth it does existin
some

of .the boom communities studied.
o
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Part i. Study Approach and Study Findings

.

1.- Background
r

°

INTRODUCTION

of warning before the dislocation, the
number- and types of -obs involved, and
the probable long-term effects ofthe dis-

A 'Study.to explore the phenomenon of sudden
econbmic dislocations was sponsored by the
Ecsonomic Development Administration .(EDA ) ,
--Departmentof Commerce, in 1976. Research
focused on. the EDA's itle IX program
Special Economic Develo ment and, Adjustment
Assistance. This pr
am was structured to
assist .communities expel ncinq or threatened

.

location.

Analytic indicators such as
and employment trend

unemployment

indices, a capital investment trend index,
a
government debt interest-'
expenditures ratio to support this, portion
of the project were developed. Traditional
shift and share analysis is also performed.
and

.

with severe economic di locations within very
short time period's: that is, "Von.) or sudden
depressions' sitwations. Such dislocations are
caused by a variety QC factors, including the
opening and closing of military installations,
the relofation or failure of major Plants, curtailment of operations by large employers due
to environmental restrictions, increase in

A bank of economic data and analyses of
places experiencing or threatened by the
boom or sudden depression syndrome has'
been developed.' In 1977, the research program was expanded to inclu.cre an analysis of

drug and alcohol abuse patterns in a sub-

sargple of 14 areas. Seven of the analyses
WeFe of communities experiencing boom conditions because of rapid energy resource devel:obment and related rapid popUlation growth;
,

natural resource (energy) demands, and
natural disasters. Title IX aid assists areas
affected or threatened by such dislocations
and attempts to ."soften br avert the blow"
by providing a wide variety of planning,
research, public works, and business loan

(IP

the; other seven .case studieS focused on
places experiencing declines due, to local plant

closiis or cutbacks.

assistance.

Substanc& abuse data and selected economic

Although sufficient time lias not elapsed to
peYmit a comprehensive .evaluation of the 4.
impact of title IX, a preliminary pr6gram

data were collected by, field staff in the sample communities over the period October to
June,1978; economic,data were already available frdm the title IX evaluation. The drug
and alcohol abuse data were analyzed in con-.
junction with a portion of the economic data
to attempt to determine whether relationstlipsexist between the two phenomena.

been conducted and case
studies have been prepared on a nationwide
sample of 45 areas assisted. The case studies
focus vn analyseS' of EDT's activities, but
they also include two economic analyses.
assessment has

These' are:

The boom communities, located in
and Colorado, were:

Area Profile-LA review 1 the irea's past
development and growt , and analysis of.
he-,present status- of the area, and an
assessment of the area potential for
achieving successful eGpnoNc adjustment.
Employmerjt and unemployment, industry
location quotients, incormta indices, retail
salds, Capital expenditure , and housing
prices exemplify the factors included in

Gitants/Milan','

w Mexico

County,

New

San Juan County,

New

Valencia

Meaqco;

Farmington,
Mexico;

Gallup,

McKinley County, New Me'xico;

'14).2_portion of each baseline study.
Economic

'See R.N.' Milkman, M.A. Toborg, A.M.J,
Yezer, R. Aikman et al., EDA's Title IX

Dislocation Analysis--InCludes

factors such as the type of clisflicatinn
(e.g. , defen'se base closing), the extent

Tam baseline Assessment and Policy
ysis. (WashiAgton, D.C.: Lazar, 1977).

3
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Hayden,

Routt

-dunty, -Corrado;

Garfield County, Colorado;

Carbondale,

Jersey communities, there was no basis available to determine what the appropriate radius
should

.

donment of the Nei* Jersey saes after the
pilot test, and the addition of "community
isolation" as a selection criterion. (Boom
communities satisfied the criterion of isolation

Craig Moffat'County, Colorado; aid
Range ly, Rio

Blanco County, Colorado.

quite` easily.

Thte suddenly depressed communities were
located in New Jersey, Virginia, and Maine.
They included:

Satisfying the similar subregron and ,isolated

community criteria was quite ,difficult

New Jersey (pilot test);

Augusta

County,

Virginia;

Waynesboro, Augusta County,,' Virginia;,

- DoVer.;FoXtroft,

Piscatacias

.

County,

THE BOOM AND BUST PHENOMENON

Maine;

Eastport, Wasfungton County, Maine;, and
to

Lewiston

Anckroscoggin Comity, Maine.

These samplq communities were selected for
several reasons. Boom communities selected

were clustered close together and had been
previously studied as boom towns during the
title IX evaluation. This appoach was used
- to avoid having such a heterogeneous set of
case studies that it'would be difficult to draw
general conclusions:

nities was more difficult' to choose because
the sample was to be limited to two States or
similar subregions. Furthermore, there were
few suitable "bust" communities included in
thy,' title I X evaluation. The most serious
problem in this regard emerged during the
' pilot test. Originally, the New Jersey corridqr between Philadelphia and New YOrk City
was fo be studied because of a large number
of plant closings, which produced acute downtarns during the last recession and generally
?ping economic conditions. However, this
ton of New Jerseylos ,so densely populated

thecorrunities are in very close proximity
Ito one aribt.W. This proximity allowed substance abusittiOo seek- treatment in places
other than their place of residence, in order
preserve their anonymity. Hospital emergency ,admissions data, criminal justice statistics, and alcohol sales tax data are also
affected by population density and mobility.

In order to study substance abase in any
Particular community,_ it is_necessary_to

gather data frorwide_r_a.d.
the community. In the case

.
."

Suaden changes in the fortunes of areas are
as old as civilization itself. In preindustrial
sociCties, such changes were often due to
outbreaks of fatal contagious diseases, crop,
failures, or to war as Opposed to decisions
by business or'government to expand or con'tract activity. Natural resource developMent
has been linked to booms and busts in- the
United States ,for over a century, with gold

and silyer rushes NO o1(1 discoveries causing
rapid exptansions in selected areas which, in

short periods, often left ghost towns behind

The sample of economicalily depressed commu-

,

-

regions -of the country that had sUffered
severe downturns during the 1974-75 recession, sgemed appropriate. 'The Shenandoah
Valley of Virginia and threedepressed towns
.
in Maine met' these criteria.

Buena ,fista, Rockbridge County," Virginia;
Staunton,

in

selecting a sample of bust communities; since
the heavily populated areas presented a number of research 0oblefas, less populous

Florence Township, Burlington County,
4'

.

, This_siluation_Aed_ _touthe__aban-

surrounding
New

as evidence that no long-term economic base
was ever built. The chaos caused by uctt
phenomena is legend, with food and other
staples often selling for' hundreds of times
.their normal worth,t disease and crime rampant, and generally abominable hying conditions being the norm. Economic conditions,

however, were the other side of the coin;
wages in boohi towns were generally quite
pigh, and many people were able to increase
their incomes substantially. Large numbers
did not .profit from boom town conditions,
however, and in times past often died.of
starvation or disease.
In modern time,
unemployment and bloated elfare roes tend
to be associated with rapidf economic expansion.

Sudden economic declines in America during

the last half-century have also had devatbtIng

human ..consequences.'

Although

the

nationwide impact .of the Great Depression
was atypical, the types of problems associated
with that period exemplifS on a larger scale
the often tragic effects...sa any substantial,
__economic dislocation.
he ational-volume of
-sajaries-dwindled-try- 40- percent, and 9 million
savings accounts were lodt.

8

.

There is ample evidence tp illustrate that,
booths ,and busts are not new phenomena
,enlerging as a result of the peculiar economic
conditions in America in the 1970s. On the
contrary, economic dislocations naAe plagued
nations and peoples for centuries. Whatc.is
different, about boom and bust situations in
America in the 1970s are individual and institutional reactions to such sudden economiq
changes. The purpose of this fesearch pr gram was to examine the extent to which individual reactions to such boom/bust phenomena
find* expression in alcohol and drug abuse.

economic dislockions.
Employing the
approach outlined below, information was col.
lected about the types of drugs which appear
to be used and the extent ofdrug and alcohol

STUDY APPROACH

relatiopship between changes in economic cork-

abuse. Data drawn' frdm past economic data
collection efforts' were already available for
some ,areas. FOr all case studies, the economic analysis portion of the research

involved two dimensions: ,a profile of the

area and an analysis of the area's economic,
dislocation.'

After 'all economic, drug, and alcohol data
were gathered, appropriate . analyses were
undertaken to gain an understanding of the

ditions and changes in drug. and alcohol
abuse.

The major focus Of this study has been to
identify and analyze the patterns of drug
and alcohol abuse in selected comrtanitites

Information about these relationships

as well as a discussion.of the limitations of
the research Wings is covered in subse
quen_L_sections of This report.

which have experienced sudden and Severe

r

1
441

1

a

5

9
4

2.: Analytic \ls`sues
a
.

STUDY LIMITATIONS

cityyof residence may not be asrelevantas

,

the. gegional economy within coniNting range.

While itlis usually apparent that the economies
At the same time,' though most yoting males
of certain communities are either growing
are workers, many are not. Locally, large
rapidly or that others are static or declining-,- "7----5-64ricEnt-sof yoting male subpobula dons may
it is often

not obvious which indices of
"booms" or "busts" are relevant to increases

never have been part of the work force.

These nonparticipants have less incentive, to
emigrate durifig times of economic distress,
than do active workers, and it is precisely
these groups which figure prominently in

-in- drug -or- alcohol- abuse: Fotn-conventionetand easily obtainable measures of economic
change have been emphasized in the analysis:

many

Population;

of

substance

abuse.

Apart from these questions of the relevance.

Total employment:-

of aggregate economic measures to the subpop-

ulations of drug and alcohol abusers, there

Per capita income; and

is a second set of "Problems concerning abuse
How is abuse, to be measured? Two
accessible, though incomplete and biased
,indicators of abuse have been, chosen :

itself:

Unemp)oyment rate. (declining communities

only).

types

.

However, these are typically aggregate data,
which may not yield very specific information
abo'ut a particular interest. Considers population for example. Areas of economic growth
generally show rapid increase, in population,
presumably resulting from the inmigratipn of
productive workers, while declining economies
should have static or decreasing populat4ons
caused by outmigration of the same group'.
Young males are a prominent component of
growing work forces, and they are also one
of the chief. grattps vulnerable to substance
abuse.
TherefOre, one might expo t that
areas of economjc growth would st
an
increase in abuse, while declining a
would
have less.

'Drug- and alcohol-related arrests; and
Drug- and alcohol-related hospital admissiohs.

,

These are not particblarly desirable indicators
of abuse because they sample abuser populations unevenly, cOncentratiog 66 some groups
and ignoring Others, 'For i4stance,, in many
communities public' drunkenness, remains a
crime, aid a handful of skid-row alcoholics ,

may constitute d large portion of all alcoholrelated arrests. Because of this, drunkendriving arrest data were analyzed, but they
biased in other vwa4s (e.g., throtigh
nonuniform distribution of automobile ownership). Unfortunately, attempts to collect
more detailed' data on the characteristics of
individuals in treatment proved unsuccessful
because of regulations Oelating to client

In.fact, this simple hypothesis cannot accomthe complexities of the ,research
.question. In urban areas, workers do not
necessarily emigrate when the local economy
declines. Thanks to automertlbey are
mobile and may drive considerable distances
work.2 Therefore, the economy of their
modate

to so many other communities contaminated
both employment and substance abuse data,
for residents commuted to a large, number of
other -areas for employment, recreation
Jlincluding alcohol, consumption) , 4itid drug
and_alcohoLtreatment-services.

2In fact, the pilot_case study in Florence,
Ifownshi
New Jerse
reve led *ust this
problem. That Is, the proximity of Florence
6

10

.

p

Percent
change

Percent
change

Year

Year

.

6

Figure 14.= Constant abuse rate;
fixed age structure ,
. confidentiality. This placed severe limitations on the study methodology.

for several -reasons . Rate of abuse is a function of age, and most population changes are
occompaniedloy:a_change in age structure.
For example, if young males have a higher
rate of active substance 'abuse than other

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

groups, then a relative increasein their subr
population will yield a new population with a
higher composite rate, and vice versa (see

Given these limitations, ht; may available

data be treated to answer the basic question:
Is economic change related to drug anti alcohol abuse? , Statistical teChniques, such as
regression analysis, are, inappropriate because
the' two sets of indicators--economy and substance abuse--elearly refer. k different populations. The safest course is lo .examine
overall patterns of change to see if there are
general tendencies present in the data. This
approach will not provide any d finite conclusions, of course, but it will a id spurious
results caused by the applicatio of improper
mathematical, methods, and., it ray suggest
hypotheses for further' study.

figure 2)..

Here percentage change in population is not
percentage change in abuse.

equal ,
,

Futhermgre, true substance abuse ,rates are
not .knOwn, but only observed numbers of
arrests and hotpital cases. Even if the true
abuse rate were constant, it it. doubtful that

the apparent rate, as seen in arrests and

hospital admissions, would remain so under
sharp- 'population increases, because of the
finite capacities of police forces and hoipital
facilities, which might be saturated. However, saturation is unlikely to occur because
substarvo abuse cases constitute only a part

Confider the simplest possible model relating
on aspect of sconomic change and abuse.
Suppose the rdte of abuse (prevalence) is
constant in a population of. fiXed age strut
Lure. If such a population increases or
decreases, then measured abuse should
change in the same fashion.

In figure 1, it is assumed -that the rate of

abuse (ases per thousand bf population) is
constant. For example, tiethe rate of abuse
was
percent, there wouM be 10 cases in a
population of Lotp. If, the population
doubles, th'e observed cases would double
(2,000 x 0.01=20); if it halved, cases would
drop by half (500 x
4n other words,
percentage ihagge in ,both population and \1

of all arrests; and a very small part of all
hospital admissions. The net result is that

it is not known whether or,not observed rates
are constantly related, to true rates under

'conditions. of population change.

Despite these limitations, this is the most
appropriate. model which con be utilized.
When applied to the 14 communities which
4 were studied, the data in table
were
obtained.
1

Boom-and bust communities are clearly di, ti
guished by. changes in population and to
employment.

abuse would be equa4.,.

1970. Their populations and total employment
have increased! by an avirage of about 10
percent annually.
(Per capita income,
adjusted for inflation by the Consumer Price

Thist model Is, of co rse, simplistic. It is
not expected that th observed rate.of abuse
will-r emairroons tan

hen-populition-changes--

4

7

1.
1

The first group (Gallup,

Farmington, etc.) has grown rapidly since

1
V

Percent
change

Percent
change

popti\a"°

O

0

1

a

ti

Year

Year

Figure 2. Age- dependent pcpulation.change;
age-dependent abuse rate
Index, has grown more slowly.) These cities
To test sucrl a hypothesis it would be neces-are strikingly- different -from- the seconctoroup
sary- -to both estimate the value of the
(Florence Township, Dover-Foxcroft, etc.)
r
and to :measure riot only Aggregate
which have had virtually no change, in populachanges in population, but also the changes
tion and little change in total employment dur-'
in the age- structure ((pi) over a series of
ing the sSme period. (The increase_in per
years. The qualitative relationships in table
capita income, in constant dollars, is also
..1 rnvite such an analysis, ;ow( -it obviously
negligible for this second group.) Thus
requires much more detailed data than h
these communities fall into two distinct
been -possible to , obtain in this study.
classes, one with rapidly growing populations
and work forces, the other with static popuIn 'general, awn, ,these esults suggest_ that
lations.
economic growth produces alcohol abuse that
increases at a rate higher than population
In 'the growing cities, alcohol abuse, as meas_growth. On the other hand, economic stagured by arrestt', has typically increased at a
nation may or may not be associated with
rate much higher than Ropulatio% That is,
changing alcohol abuse. Very little can be
the situation matches the left-hand side of
said about drug abuse under these changes,
figure 2. The relationship is less clear for
because of limitations in currently available
hospital admissions. For drug abuse, there

is no clear pattern at all.

In the static cities; there are alsu some

increases in alcohol abuse--according to both
hospital admissions, and arrests--but they are
smaller, the patterns are Vss consistent, and
there is one clear decrease in alcohol cases.
For drug abuse, there is againx,an ambiguous

ALTERNATIVE MODEL FOR
DECLINING ECONOMIES

The preceding analysis is hinged on demographic shifts which. accompany economic
growth, but it was not useful for dechnirtg
.economies, in which aggregate population
changes little (though the age structure may
shift even in these). What happens to sipstance abuse in these static populations

pattern, but in one case drug-related hos-

pital admissions peaked following the. declines.
4 These data; in their present form, are too

crude for a more sophisticated quantitative

Interpretation.

Ideally, it would Lie possible
fb.:.show whether alcohol abuse depends on
population change in a precise way. For

One notion has been that substance abuse
might follow the short-term changes in unemvloyment. It is known,, for ,example, that
thp manifestations of certain diseases., social
security dis'ability claims, etc., are correlSted

instance, that total rate R, is a function of
the individual age-degenden rates, r ; for
each in the age category:

R =1 r
,m

i

p

with unemployment.

im

where p im is the.fractiop nf_ the population in
age g_sup i duri?lq year m,

The data for Burlington County, New, Jersey
i(contatning Florence Township), presented in

figure 3, suggest ,this sort of correlation.
1

8

12

TASLE 1.

s

ti'

Economy

Per capita...
Popula-

Total
employment'

tion'

Unemployment`

income

(adjusted) 3

Alcohol abuse
Total

Hospital
admissions5

Drug abuse
Hospital
admissions7

arrests
(DWI only)"

Arrests

..,

Boom towns

.

I

Grants/Milan, N.Mex.
Farmington, N.Mex.
Gallup, N.Mex.

S

a +8.0

Hayden, Colo.
Olobondal , Colo.
Craig, 'C o.
Rangely, Colo.
Avers s

k Suddenly depressed

+5.2
+3.0

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Buena Vista, Va.

Staunton Va.

Waynesboro, Va.

Dover-Foxcroft,
Eastport, Me. 9

Me.

:Lewistown, Me.
AVerages
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Here county unemployment rate; cirrhosis
cases3 in the large county general hospital,
and admissions to a drug treatment program
all have superficially similar time histories.
Closer analysis shows, however, that apparent cirrhosis case's changed in response to a
new diagnostic police- and that the origin of
the drug cases (heroin addicts) was 6 to 8
years earlier, as measured by incidence of

unemployment cannot have caused the' rise in
heroin use, because the origins of the heroin
abuse problem were years before, though con..ceiyably unemployMent might have exacerbated

the addict& plight and forced them to enter
treatment.

In general, though, there are not even superficial correlations between abuse and unemployment rate. The data for Staunton, Virginia,

first trsT.Therefore the 1975-76 rise in

presented in figure 4 illustrate the typical

=

?Cirrhosis rate is widely recognized as being
rorrelated with per capita consumptiop,of
alcohol.

situation: gradual increase in alcohol con- sumption, as measured by DWI arrests or

hospital admissions which are not correlated
to enemployment trends.

See, for instance, V. deLint and'

W. Schmidt, The epidemiology of 'alcohol,
in Y. Israel and J. Mardones, eds.,
Biological Basis of Alcoholism (New York:
Wiley, 1971), p. 423.

No obvious connection between unemployment

and substance abuse could be identified by
the

4

12

crude

indices

employed

here.

'N\
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3. Study Findings
A

INTRODUCTION

CASE FINDINGS ON BOOM TOW S

The analytic and arecdotal evidence indicates
that boom towns apear to have a more serious problem of substance abuse associated
with economic change indicators than do communities suffering sudden economic declines.
Although some depressed communities experienced increases in substance abuse (primarily

In varying degrees, the energy-rich communities examined as a part of this study exhibited_the typical boom town conditions outlined
in chapter 1. Generally, the cost if living
is high,. infrastructure, particularly housing,
is nottsufficient to meet the deman , transiency .is the norm; and single young persons,
priMarily men, predominate. A di ect outgrowth of these characteristics is t e absence
of a stable family life for many of the residents of,the'se communities, particularly those
recently attracted by the area's economic
prospects. Even in cases where amilies are
complete, spouses face problems of lack of
appropriate employment opportun ties, insufficient recreational facilities, ina equate living
quarters, and thefabnormal work ng hours of
mates resulting from the -"shift cheduling"
used by many employers. Child en of workers, including susceptible juveni es, also suffer from such problems. In ad ition, many

'alcohol), there were no consistent trends in
those areas.

Boom communities, on the other
hand, clearly have a serious abuse problem
to contend with (particularly with regard to
alcohol), and an expanded Feaeral assistance
roll* may be warranted.

FINDINGS BASE
QUANTITATIVE

tt

ON

ALMS

As described in chapter 2, aggregate analysis
of analytic economic and substance abuse indicators shows a clear relationship between bopm
town rowth and increased alcohol abuser for
in boo
wns alcohol'abuse increased at a
rate higher
n population growth.
The
anecdotal,evi nce presented below, suggests
that drug abuse is also a serious problem In

the energy-related jobs, a although
extremelS, remunerative, involve considerable
risk, creating an atmosphere o tension that ,
affects the worker, his or her spouse, and
of

their children.

These communities in Colorado and New Mexico

- boom 4.tifunities; however, the hard data
gatherbd in this study do not show it to be
increasing at a rate faster than popul tion is
increasing. Qs indicated aDove, the
antitative analysis and the anecdotal evident or .
_ bust towrfs are less conclusive,

possess many of the ingredients that traditionally have 'led individuals to seek escape
through abuse of alcohol and other drugs.
They are also inhabited by a-population with
a high proportion of young males who are
extremely susceptible to drug abuse. In the
.case of alcohol, the situation is exacerbated
by tlie longstanding acceptance of drinking
of hard liquor as a part of the Vfrontier way
of life" and a tradition Of heavy social drinking. Moreover, the prevention of substance
abuse in such dapidly growin§ areas is hampered by the'very transiency of the popula-"?

Nonethele

both suggest that problems exist, particularly
in the area of alcohol abuse. Again, although
the data are not as straightforward as in the
'0.
Case of boom communities., in some of the
Wachs examined, there was at, least the suggestion that the .sudden economic declines
were

tied to rises

in alcohol abuse.

tion, whicVilitates drug trafficking and
makes, enfo
ent of drug laws difficult.

13
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Given these conditions, substantial overuse
of alcohol and other drug can be expected.
As indicated previously, t available quantitative data indicate that al ohol is indeed a
major problem in such comm nities, and that
DWI arrests aniii alcohol-related hospital diagnoses are increasing at a rate even faster
than population growth. This phenomenon
reflects the national trend toward increased
consumption of alcohol; but it cannot be
explained
by that factor alone.`

Although tie problefn is not accurat4
reflected, in available .data, an increasin.g num-

ber of women appear to be abusing prescription drugs, according to doctors and mental
health professionals. Power plant workers
are Nso reported to abuse such substances.
Inhalant abuse is claaracteristic of juveniles
and Native Americans, who presuciably cannot
afford other drugs.
Firms, local and State authorities, hospitals

and other treatment centers are aware that
alcohol particularly, but other drugs as well,
are presenting a variety of difficulties.

Anecdotal evidence is even more revealing.
Police and prosecutors estimate that signifi-

cant proportions of their total arrests and

Because of absenteeism and concern for their

case loads are alcohol related, a circumstance
echoed by probation officers,., mental health
counselors, and others who proVide similar
human services. Those engaged in alcohol
treatment cite cases of miners whose fear of

liability with regard to the safety of workers
who drink, companies are beginning to
deveiop and pay for alcoholism treatment
through employee assistance programs.

being killed or trapped in a collapse is so
great that they can work only while intoxicated and must avoid the mines in order to
stay sober. Although documentation 'is too

substance abuse treatment to Anaconda mining
employees, whose trtatment costs are covered
by company insurance. On addition, Anaconda

limited to establish a causal relationship, many
counselors and hospitals report that increases
in suicide attempts, child abuse, wife-beating,
and other domestic violence have coincided

4ir

The

Laguna Service Center, near Grants/Milan,
New Mexico, provides clinical services and

has altered shift schedules to discourage
binge drinking. Energy Fuels Corporation

recently funded a team of occupational health
doctors in Steamboat Springs (near Hayden,
with the growing rate of alcohol abuse.
Colorado) to sample at random 10 percept of
its employees as a pilot project for an occupaAbOse of other' drugs such as hi3roin and
tional health program. Energy Life, as the
barbiturates is also confirmed by anecdotal
project is called, would provide health educaevidence, despite the lack of hard data in
tion, financial and family counseling, and a
this regard. There is also an increase in
f II range of occupational health services,
the abuse of other substances with a trend
in luding those related to substance abuse
toward polydrug use in which alcohol is
pr blems. Energy Fuels hopes to reduce
usually combined with other drugs, This is
abgenteeism, turnover (it, costs the company
particularly true of marijuana and prescription
approximately $20,000 to train each new
drugs, such as barbiturates, tranquilizers,
worke'r) , and the resultant. decreases in pro -'
and amphetamine's. Many drug problems have
ductivity. In Carbondale, Colorado, there
come .to light as a result of alcohol-related . has been b reduction in DWI arrests since '
arrests
or treatment. Marijuana! use is wideMid-Continent Coal Company started bus. serv.
spread among all age groups and accounts
ice to mines at the insistence of the miners'
for the majority of nonalcohol related drug
union. Other companies have attempted -to
arrests.
Use of heroin and °trier hard
upgrade living conditions by helping to
drugs is not too serious a problem, although
finance infrastructure and housing (trailer
it does exist in solie of the communities.
parks) projects, as well as comprehensive
Affluent energy .workers can afford to buy .
plans to deal with 4nergy . impacts.
such drugs without creating the visible criminal justice problems that occur in urban
Prevention and treatment services for alcohol
areas. In the resort and tourist community
and other drug abusers through public or
of Steamboat Springs, Colorado, cocaine and
private agencies are limited. Funding is
PCP are among the substances abused. Prescarce; there is a lick of coordination with
scription drug abuse is believed to be a probother services and referr networks; cobnselTem, but it remains relatively hiddep.
ing centers are overcrow
and under-

See, for example, Public Health Service,
Alcohol and Health. New Knowledge, Second
special Report to,the Congress (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of Health, Educa-'
tion, and Welfare, June 1974).

-

available
staffed; and those staff who
share the tendency to transience exhibited
by_the_rest of the community's population.
In addition, treatment fae:ilities are in some

cases many ,miles rempyed from potential clients, and. human seririces often receive less

,

priority than housing, public works, and
other basic infrastructure needs. Finally,
even when an individual receives treatment
*C.
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and returns to the community as a productive
worker, there are often no support services

Jersey communities, their economies today
are relatively healthy,.

to prevent, a reOpse.

.

/

Anecdotal evidence also failed to fully substantiate the hypothesis that individuals in
bust communities turn increasingly to alcohol
and other drugs as economic conditions
worsen. Although this finding may also be
influenced by the inclusion of several "nonbust" communities, the data, even for those
places that warrant categorization as bust'
. towns, generally fail to show consistently that

CASE STUDY FINDINGS ON
SUDDENLY .DEPRESSED COMMUNITIES
The suddenly depressed communities, i.e.,,
bust'townt, examined emerge as being very
different demographically from the energy
boom towns. All are characterized by populations that have remained approximately the
same size. .The'. median age tends to be
higher. (late twenties or early thirties) , and
the proportion of younger people has been
declining over time in these communities.
The populations are not especially mobile or
subject to much in- or out-migration.
Although the communities may have better
access to health and social services than boom
towns, the older age of the popUlation' and
lack of awareness about the problems caused
by alcohol and drug abuse mean that much
preventive education is needed.

substantial,uncreases in substance abuse took

place during the period following the major
decline of 1974-1975.

Those increases that were hoted primaniy
involved alcohol abuse and took place in the
communities of Lewiston, Eastport, and Dove*
Foxcroft, 'Maine; and Staunton, Virginia. In
Lewiston and Eastport, alcohol-related hospitdi
admissions peaked during the 1974-75 recession period.
In Obver-Foxcroft, alcoholrelated arrests reached an'all -time high when
unemployment tripled. Alcohol-related arrests
also peaked in Eastport during the recession.

Staunton witnessed the biggest per year
increase in tax receipts for alcoholic bev-.
erages excluding wine during the 1974-75
recession, and alcohql-reOted arrests also

Economically, the bust communities are char-

acterized by a lack of diwersifiation and
dependence upon traditional manufacturing
industries that are vulnerable to foreign competition and to relocation in sunbelt or
nonunion areas. These industries include
\primary metals, shoes, textiles, and wood
ocessing. Many of them are especially vulnerable to a recession since they are tied to

peaked. Eastport, whose residents' per capita
consumption of alcohol is much higher than
most of the State, experienced a substantial
rise in mental health admissions for alcohol

problems` in 1974-75.

Viewed in isolation, these data suggest a
direct correlation between the economic
declines and increases in alcohol abuse. However, other data 4:ir these lime communities
limit their significInce. For example, in

automobile manufacturing and to construction.
Some of the areas analyzed also 'suffer from
long-term decline in nonmanufacturing industrie,s, such as fishing An the case of Eastport
and Lewiston, Maine. The Maine and New
Jersey areas are also characterized by low
wages, high unemployment rates, little opportunity for young people, deterioration of

increase in alcohol admissions, while a..secortti
hospital's data indicatecha clear upwar-d trend
over the period 1972'°76. The level of alcohol

income.

'since the large upturn in

Staunton, one hospital's data showed no

housing stock, and a declining per capita

purchases has remained relatively constant
1974-75.

In

Lewiston, alcohol arrests 'began increasing in
1972, prior to the mator decline in 1974-75;

As discussed previously, analysis of the
quantitative data available did not reveal a

althouh the arrest Ote continues to rise,

correlation between the sudden decline in the
communities studied and drug abuse patterns,
although in the case of alcohol, some of the
data suggested such a correlation. However,

there was no peak coincident with the decline.
Data for Eastport and Dover-Foxcnift also
reveal inconsistencies. Cirrhosis admissions
have remained level in Eastport, 'While in
Dover-,Foxcroft DWI arrests started to
increase _before _the....decline,_andalcoholrelated hospital admissions show no discernible trends.

it should be noted that the reliability of this
finding is not only rendered suspect by_the
datg-ii-Mffafibric dekiibed in chapter 2, but
also by the fact that several of thd/commu-

nities studied -- Staunton, Waynesboro, an
Buena Vista, Virginia--are not bust tow
in
the same sense as other communities co sidered. Although these communities were and

In addition, it must be considered that the
other 'three bust communities evinced no

4,

trends toward increased alcohol abuse related
to their economic declines. The situation in
Florence Township, New Jersey, is difficult.

hit by the recession of 1974-75, they rec vered quickly, and unlike the Maine and New

15
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to determine because of inadetjuate data; in
fact, available information reveals little. For
example, alcohol-related hospital admissions
appear to have peaked in 1974 -75, -but this
peak is probably attributhble to a change in

The lack of any conclusive evidence suggest -,t
' ing a link between the economic; declines and
increases in alcohol and other drug abuse
should not be interpreted as,meaning that
such communities have relatively few substance abuse problems. On the contrarY,
the field work turned up substantial evidence
that abuse of alcohol' and other drugs is com-

diagnostic repqrting procedures.. in the

Virginia communities of Waynesboro and Buena

Vista, data on alcohol arrests are characterized by considerable fluctuation in the first
town and tby steady increases, along with all
other arrests, since before the decline in the
latter area.

doubled from 1970 to 1976, and an estimated

80 percent of the area's .felony crimes are
estimated to be related to alcohol. There
were large increases in sales of .prescription

Drug abuse arrest data were generally available, and increases in such arrests occurred `
in Staunton, Eastport, and Waynesboro during
the 1974-75 decline. However, this rise was
caused not in respdnse 'to problem associated
with the recession, but as a result of stricter
enforcement of marijuana laws. The impact
of such local attitudes toward marijuana use
' on drug arrest statistics ,is revealed in the
diametrically opposed trend in Lewiston and
Dover-Foxcroft, 'where arrests decreased
because of community pressure against
enforce'rnent of marijuana laws. There are
cases where drug abdse data are correlated
with the economic decline in Lewiston, where
ospital admissions foriabuse of prescription

drugs and other drat-related

-*A

mon in such areas. ,In Buena Vista, for
example, the number of alcohol arrests

and over - the - counter drugs between 1972 and

1976 in Lewiston. "pm arrests increased 80
percent a, year in Dover-Foxcroft between
1972 and 477.

Prevention and treatment facilities were available in these communities, although staffing
and funding levels were not always adtiquate.
In Lewiston, some firms provide alcohol assistance programs for employees, but generally
comppies are unaware of the problemof alcoholism, which is estimated by one regional
alcoholism council to cost the oMmunity $6
million a year. The Dover-Foxcroft case
study suggested a lack of awareness about
alcohol problems in the community. Treatment
for abusers of prescription drugs was lacking

problems

peaked in 1975.

in thgse areas, as is generally the casethroughout the country.
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Part 2. Highlights of Case Studies

Boom Towns
.ry

Grants /Milan /Valencia Couly, New Mexico
Economic Environment

Grants is the largest city in Valencia County.
Milan is nearby., and both are close to large
uranium mines. A decrease in uranium pur-

chases lay the. Atomic Energy Commission in
1966 caused a decline in the population. That
trend has been reverse c since 1970, and the
area has experienced sig ificant growth since
then. This 'can be shown by the following:

Grants population increased 52 °percent
from 1970 to 1976,and it is projected that
it will rise 88 percent by 1980.

Protective custody e rrest

rose

cent from 1973 to 197.7.

tr.

,000. per-

These -figures all underestimate the extent of
abuse, because they do not include similar
arrests made in the Grants area by Othg
.agencies.

brug arrests have increased since 1973 by
53 percent. After 1975, )ippr35<ireately J5
percent of those arrests '4,s/ere zoaripana
related.
Drug-related hospital admission
risen
steadily since. 1975.have

tr.

.

.

Figure 5 depicts economic and substanc.e., ab se
indicators for Grants /Milan /Valenta County

for the period T970-77. 0

Valencia County employment has risen 44
percent from 1970 _to 1976,, with the num-

ber of mining jobs rising- 119 percent in

Farmington/San Juan County, ,New,-Mexico

the same period.

Total bank ¶deposits increased by 180 percent from 1970 to )975.

.

,

Labor and proprietor's ihcome increased
by 77 percent ,from 1970 to 1975.
Assessed valuation rose I* 73 percent from
1970 to 1975.

Economic Environment

jor cid/. in San, Jean
with the boom-bust economic cycle. Population and industry started
to decline in the 1960s, but thatoLtrebd was
reversed in 1972 as extraction!indu-sekesFarmington, the

Courlyt is

expanded.

Courtly employment increased by::\62,,,percentfi"om 19,70 to 1976.
,
..

The following

terns.

o

431-

Alcohol-related arrests rate 400 percent
frOm 1973 to 1977.
DWI arrests rose 500 Iffercent from 1973,to
1977.

.

,

5

o

A

-.

Total bank deposits- (adjusted for inflation)
increased
by 81-percent from 1970 to 1976.-.

Programs. fb deal .with alcohol abuse in Grants

demonstrate the maghitude of the alcohol prop-

ihiFt: 01.

,,'

Alcohol and Drug AbuSe

'°c

Indicators of the growth are:

Farming ton's population increased from
)4,44.in 1970 to 27:892 in 1'976; a 26 per°1 ,
cent increase.
'
.?.
4
's ,
.
41i.
.
'

Despite this rapid.growth, however
employ-,
ment has risen to 8.87 percent.
is is
because many new jobs require ski ed workers and are taken by outsiders:
o training
has been provided for the local opulation,

are usually understaffed.

famili

,

S

Total adjusted labor and proprietors'
income -i ncreased by/ 56-faercentfrom.-1970
to 1976.

A major problem, is that Native Americans
have not shared in' the-job boom.. 113,1970,
eritent for
the unemployment rate was
Native American males and 5.7 percent for

'

,

.-

e

FIGURE 5. Grants/Milan/Manch County, New Mexico
iEcOnornic and sullitanc* abuse indicators"'
Units
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Porfblation,

1

unit=2,000

2

Drug arrests, 1 lunit=20

,. Drug.)0iagnoses, 1 unit=10
Alcohol arrests, 1 unit=200
Alcohol diagnoses, 1 unit=10
osizaraTotal bank deposits, 1 unit=$10,000,000 (adjusted to 1972 dollars by the Grass National
.
Product Deflator)
4

24

I I kr, ses se d valuation,

u
410,000,000 (adjusted to 1967 dollars by the hbusing
component of the Consumer Price Index)
1

=a= Labor and'ptoprietoi-s1 income, 1..unit=$10,000,000 (adjusted to 1967 dollars by the
Consumer Price Index)

NOTE.--Nqt all data were available for all years.
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non- Native Americans.

county has teen growing rapidfy.

Navajo per capita
income remains about 20 percent of the U.S.
average per'capita income.

ally:

Specific-

Mining

Like other boom communities, Farmington is
plagued by a scarcity of quality housing.,
Sixty-eight percent of reservation housing is.
substandard. Other services, such as medical
services and the public school system, are
understaffed.

employment rose 125 percent'
between 1974 and 1977, and is exp ted
to

'

Total

labor

and

84

is a very serious problem for the

Farmington community.
Although alcohol
arrests have declined overall since 1975, the
, problem is still significant, as the following
facts indicate:

Arrests fdr illegq1 sale or possession ,of
alcohol by minoa have increased by 1,343
percent sines 1972.
The county has the third highest DWI rate,
fi the State and the second highest automobile fatality rate.
Farmington detectives estimate that 65 percent of all violent crimes are due to alcohol.

proprietor's inc e

percelsta

from

1970

percent

from

1970

1976.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Alcohol abuse is a very serious problem in
Gallup, especially for the Native American
community. Probation officers estimated that
75 percent of all Gallup arrests were alcohol
re(ateg, and 65 percent of juvenile probations
involvtld alcohol. Other indicators of subr,

.

Police estigiate that. 50 percent of their
budget, isw-spent on protective custody
cases, which have increased 38 percent

Drug arrests rose steadily until 1977, when
Farmington police eased their policy toward
enforcement of drug laws. Approximately 83
percent of all arrests are marijuana related.
Hospital data indicate a growing abuse of
amphetamines and barbiturates. Clearly, both
alcohol and drug`abuse are significant probFarmington

to

the early 1980s. The county's public services
are alP4 put under great strain/

4

the

1976.

efforts are being made to train the Native
American labor surplus, and immigrants are
expected to take 90 percent of the lobs by

stance abuse include:

in

to

The benefits of the' boom haye not ,Keen distributed equally, however. No srgnificant

Alcohbl diagnOses at the county' hospital
increased 138 percent -frpm 1972 to 1977.

lems

.

Total adjusted bank deposits increased by
32

a

1.98

(adjusted for inflation) has increased by

Alcohol and Drug Abuse
AlCohol

rise another 100 percent by

since 1974.

DWI, arrests have increased by 50 percent
(1974-76), despite the easing of enforcement by local police.

McKinley County has the highest level of
DWI arrests and traffic fatalities' in the

community.

Figure 6 depicts available economic indicatevs----, State.
and

substance abuse

indicators

for

*Faaninrcin/San Juan County for the period
. 1970-77.

Gollup/McKlniOy County, Now Mexico
Economic Environment

McKinley County includes most ofIlithe Grants
Uranium Belt, a mineral-rich geological band,
that extends from Gallup eastward to the Rio
Riveriapand is estimated to Cpritain almost Oalf
of all U.S.,uranium resources. In 1974, 43
percent of all U.S. uranium production

(valued at slightly more than ;100 million)
came from this region., Cbal fields in the
area are also being exploited. With the surge
in the development of these minerals, the

°

Although the Wive American drinking problem has remairnAtr%latively stable, 'hospital
'data reveal thaeNicohol-related admissions
for non-Native-Americans increased 173 percent from 1973 tb 1'977. The area hA several
well-organized treatment centers.

Drug arrests havyincreased since 1972, with
almost all the dr g,-abusers being non-NativeAmerican. Eighty percent of those arrests
have been marijuana related. Hospital data
reveal no real trends for the-non-NativeAmericans. The Indian Hospital has a higher
rate of drug admissions; many of them are
poisonings and analgesic misuse. The data
indicate that both drug and alcohol abuse
are steadily increasing and will probably grow
worse with
the continuing boom.
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FIGURE 6. Farmington/San Juan County,' New Mexico
EconcurdC and substance abuse Indlcator.s
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Drug arrests,: 1 unit=50
Drug diagnoseS,

** ** Alcohol arrests,

1

1

unit=10

unit=1,01:10

Alcohol diagnoses, 'I unit=50
mamma Total bank deposits,
unit=$20,000,000 (adjusted to 1972 dollars .by the Gross National
P'roduct_Defilator)---Assessed valuation., t unit=$30,600.000 (yadjusted to 1967 dollars by the housing component of the Consumer Price Index)
Labor and proprietors' income,
unit=$20,000,000 (adjusted to 1967 dollars by t
1

1

Consumer Price Index)

NOTE.--Not all data were available for all years.'
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Figure 7 depicts economic indicators nd substance abuse indicators for allup/MtKinley
19702-77.
period
the
for
County

CarbtpdaleiGartleldCounty,,Colorado
Economic EmAronment

Hayden/Routt County, Colorado

Carbondale; located in Garfield County, has
traditionally relied on coal mining and farming
for employment ever since it was settled-in

Economic Environment

the 1880s.

Since. 100, the economy has bebn
%trongly4 influenced .by tourism. .especially

Routt County, was primarily an
agricultural community in earlier yebrs. Nowever, its proximity to, the Yampa coal field
has tied it to energy-related industries. Coal
production has increased steadily since the
early 1966s, and is expected to continue this
trend in the fitture. The extent of this economic boom is shown by the following indica-

'Hayden,

the popularity of nearby Aspen, and even
*more so by mining. The extent of the boom
is shown by the following.
--

Carbondale's population' increased 180 per-

cent from 1970 to

1977.

In the same-

period county employment -rose 34 percent.

Assessed viluation (adjusted) rose 98 per-

tors,:

cent from T972 to,1977.

opulation increased 103 percent
from 19 (1,to 1977 with Routt County popjr
Hayden

Public servic
have expanded because of
this growlh, and Carbondale has'also begun
to diversify is economic base. One serious
period.
problem with the boom has been the severe .
Routt County,,employment ri3se by 144 per- 40-.. shortage of, hdtsing, Consequently property
and housing values have skyrocketed.
Cent from 1'0'0 to.:1977. '

lation increasingi4 ercent in the same

Alcohol and prug Abuse

Routt County 'assessed valuation (adjusted

for ihflation) Arose Fby 87 percent from 1972

Drinking is an accepted and common -form of
recreation in Carbondale. Alcohol arrests
have risen significantly along, with the economic prosperity. Specifically,

to 1977.

;,, e ,

.: Hayde,q, 'like most other boom: communities,
suffers (fram severe housing- shortages, accom-

1rocketing housing and land'

panied by
prices..

DWI arrests tripled between 1912 and 1977.

.

I
Alcohol and- Drug Abuse
,

increased 238 percent from 1972 to 1977.

Alcohol use in ayden is common and is often
the major form of recreation. Total alcohol-8.
related arrests -,doubled from 1973 to -1977,
although DWI 'rates remained relativtiy stable.
The alcohol-related diagnoses at the county
hospital vary yearly and show no steady
trends.

However, alcohol-related hospital diagnoses
remained relatiVely stable from 1974 to '1977.

Drug use does riot appear to be'a significant
protsflem. Carbondate -has only two or three
diug arrests efdch year. Hospital diagnoses
in *cate a prevalence of barbiturate and trane, but there are no apparent
qulilizer

.

.Drug abUse appears to'be much less of a
problem than does alcohol.

4I

,Alcohol- related arrests for ca r f i el d Sou n ty

6

trends s

Between 1972 and

1977 there were only five drug-related
arrests. Records at the county hospital show
that the number of drug diagnoses varies

TNm ..tihe

available

records.

Figure 9 depicts economic and substance
abuse indicator's for Carbondale and Garfield
for the periOd 1970-77.
COUnty

from year to year, but still`remains relatively.-

small.
,

Crag /Moffat County, Colorado

Elgure-8,depicts:pconomic indicators-. and-substance abuse .indlcators for Hayden/Routt
G. County for the/ period 1970-77.

Economic Environment

cated in Moffat County, Craig has been
traditional service center of the

e
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FIGURE 7. Gallup/McKinley County, New Mexico
Economic and substance abuse Indlcatprs
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Drug arrests,
units:10
Drug diagnoses, 1 unit=10
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1

Aic*oh.ol 'diagnoses,

unitp100

1

Total bank deposits, 1 unit=$20;000000 (adjusted to 1972 dollars by the Gross National
Product Deflator)
Assessed valuation,
unit =$20,000,000 (adjusted to 1967 dollars by the housing cornpdnent of the Consumer Price Index)
==== Labor and proprietors' income, upit=$20,000,000 (adjusted to 1967 dollars by the
Consumer Price Index)
1

1

NOTE.- -Not all data were available for a(I years.
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/FIGURE 8. HaydeneRoutt. County, C

redo
Econoinlc and substance abuse Indicators
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FIGURE 9. Carbonell le/Garfield County, Colorado
Economic and substance abuse indicators
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agricultural and ranching area in northwest
Colorado for.$100 years.

in the State of Coloradd. The town was .
created from nothing to serve the oil and gas
boom in the area immediately after World War
II. Its postulation is primarily young, male,
and tratTs-it. Development of an oil shale
field will probably increase Rangely's rate of
growth. :One indicator of the boom is that

Responding to the

in national energy policy, major
corporations began expanding existing energy
industries in northwest Colorado in the early
19
,
affecting Craig's economic situation.
S. fecal ly,

changes

Rangely's assessed i{aluation (adjusted)
increased 52 percenefrom 1970 to 1977, with
Rio Blanco County assessed valuation
(adjusted? increasin
7(i 124 percent in the same
period. Despite t is, per capita income still
dropped 12 percent from 1970 to 1977: and
total labor_ and proprietor's income fell 5 percent in the same period. The development

Moffat County population Increased more
than 100 percent from 1970 to 1977, from
6,525 to 13,300.

Bank deposits in Moffat County State and
national banks increased by 73 percent
(adjusted for inflation) during the period

of oil shale -tracts in the area will probably
reverse this trend.

15.70-76.

Assessed

valuation (adjusted) increased

by 62 percent during the perd 1970-76.

The housing situation in Rangely is already
extremely poor. Overcrowding and lack of
privacy are major problems for the community's mental health. This is compounded by
the fact that provision of human services has

Problems caused by Craig's rapid growth
include a shortage of adequate housing and
otheritervices.

been alrhost completely ignored.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Alcohol and Drug Abu

Craig has been an isolated, self-sufficient
town for Many, years, where heavy drinking
has always been a part of the frontier life of

.

Rangely has a reputation as a hard drinking,
rough community.
Drinking is the chief
recreation and has always been a part of the
town's values. Consequently, alcohol abuse
is a significant problem in Rangely, as documented by the following:

cowboys and ranchers. Data collected and
-interviews conducted in Craig show alcohol
abuse to be a major problem, as illustrated
by the following:

Fifty percent of all crimes recorded in

The district attorney reported that 70 percent of all crimes dealt with involve alco-

Rangely in 1977 were alCohol offenses.

hol.

Driving'-while-intoxicated giorests for Rio
Alcohol-relateeadmissions to the hospital
in Craig increased 100 percent between
1972 and 1976 (but, as expected, dropped
back in 1977 when a separate detoxification center opened).

Blanco "County doubled from 1973 to 1977.

The data on alcohol-related diagnoses is
inconclusive.

Hospital staff estimate that 25
percent g emergency room admissions are
alcohol-related.

Drug abuse trends are more difficult to documerit_tha_n_alcohol abuse. A$ illustrated by
figure' 10, drug-related arrests show, no
definite trend. Hospital data, however, show
that a problem does exist, with drug-related
hospital' admissions increasing 100 percent

'since 1972.

Figure ID depicts economic and substance
abuse indicators for CraigAinffat County
for the period 1970-77.

*

Drug abuse does_not--appear-to-bo a signifi-cant problem in Rangely. Police records of
'drug. arrests are practically nonexistent, and
hospital records are not adequate enough to
draw any conclusions. Apparently, alcohol
abuse is a ,much more significant problem in
this community.
Figure. 11:depicts economic and substance
indicators for RangeINRio Blanco
County
for the period
1970-77.
abuse

Ranfloly/Rlo Blanco County, Colorado
ECOnomic Environment
-h

Rangely, in Rio Blanco County, is located

near the Rangely-Weber oil field, the largest
25
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FIGURE 10.Craig/lioffat County, Colorado
Economic and substance abuse indicators
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,
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'Consumer Price Index).
,NOTE.---Not'all data were available for all years.
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Suddenly Depressed Communities
Florenct,township/Surlington County,

New Jrtay

*A Economic Environment

alcohol atiuse in the township is not increas-

ing very much, nor is it an exceptionally

Florence Township, located in the Delaware
River Valley, has a large commitment to' farming and dairy production. Industry; retail
trade, services, and g ernment are other
major sources of employ ent. Paralleling the
1974 recession, Burling on County suffered a
major slowdown in economic ,activity. Between
October 1974 and September 1975, upwards
of 1,500 jobs were terminated in the county.
The recession had its most severe impact. on
the primary metals industry, where factory
employment levels fell an estimated 35 percent
since 1972. Slack demand, coupled with
increasing market penetration by foreign pro-'
deicers, compounded the already existing

serious problem.

Figure 12 depicts economic and subltance
indicators for Florence Township/
Burlington County for the period 1970-77.
abuse

Buena Vista/Rockbridg County, Virginia
Economic Environment

Buena Vista is one of two independent cities
locted within the boundaries of Rockbridge
County,. and has a relatively stable population. Unlike neighboring areas which rely
on seasonal tourism, most-of Buena Vista's

structural prbblems of the steel industry.
The shutdown of the Colorado Fuel andiron
plant in Roeblinq, New Jersey (Florence

employment. steins-from manufacturing. When
manufacturing declined in the 1974 -75 reces-

Township), in ,June 1974 idled approximately
1,400 workers and accounted for 25 percent
of the total decline, in manufacturing employment in the C-amderi Laboi- Market Area, of
which Burlington- County is a part.

sion, Buena Vista was particularly hard hit.
This was compounded by the lack of diversification in its manufacturing activity. The
effects of this slump are demonstrated by
the following:

Further indicators of the downturn irklude
the fol lowing :

Building permits issued in 1977-78 dropped
'a dramatic 92 percent from the 1973-74
high.'

Unemployment rose from 5 percent in 1970
9.9 percent LQ_1975 in Burlington
County. Florence Township had 14 percent unemployment in. 1976.
to

Unemployment rose 290 percett-flom 3.1

percent in 1973 to 12.1 percent in 1975,
nearly 4 -per,ent above the national rate.

Building permits issued declined by 69
percent from 4972 to 1975 partly as a
result of a housing moratoria-in declared
by the township.

Adjusted total
8

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Overall, however, the total number of drug
arrests is small and dries not appear to be a
significant problem.
hospital

percent

from

1969

to

1974.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Drug arrests rose steadily from 1974 to .1977.

Alcohol-related

labor ind proprietors'

income for.RockbridgeXounty declined by

diagnoses

have

Due to th'e small size of the city and.the
police department, there are extensive policecOmm"unity ties.
This often lowers the

.

recorded number of arrests.
.

remained relatively stable; except for a rise
in 1975-76. The data seem to indicate that

r,...

However, .

enforcement policies relative-to alcohol use In
Buena Vista have not changed over the years,
so the available statistics can accurately

reflect trends in the city's alcohol abuse.
28
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Units.
FIGURE 12. Florence Township/Burlington County, New Jersey
Economic and substance*buse indicators
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1974

1975

ikal
.
.
.

.

°

1976

i977

-

4errefmariv

The data Ilected sho'w that alcohol. abuse is
a major p oblem in Buena Vista. Specifically,
Between 4
in

the las

Unemployment rose from 4.7 percent in
1973
to 9.2 'percent in 1975.

and 56 percent of the arrests
6 years have been alcohol

One significant problem resulting from this is
a scarcity of lower income publicly subsidized

related;

housing.

Alcohol-re ated arrests increased 99 percent betw en '1972 and 1976, and public
drunkennes arrests have increased 106
percent

kitorderl

In the

same

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

. Staunton exhibits high arrest rates for substance abuse. -However, these figures are
characterized by a highi-dggree of fluctuation.

perioT

conductarrests increased 156

Alcohol gsrrests reached 'a high in 1974, and
climbed almost as high in 1977. Alcoholrelated hospital admissions have steadily
declined since 1974.

percent f om 1972 to 1976.

Drug abuse appears to be a much less serious
problem in Buena' Vista. Yearly arrest figures are verly low and almost all involved the
possession of marijuana. Although erratic,
drug overdibse, hospital' admissions have'
increased from 1972 to 197.

Drug arrests rose 266 percent from 1972 to
1977.
However, most of the arrests were for
marijuana, and may be e)t'plained by more
detailed enforcement .of drug laws. Drugrelated admissions at area hospitals are

Figure 13 depicts economic and Substance
abuse indicators for Buena Vista/Rockbridge
County fdr the period 1970777.

Eftmost nonexistent.

Figpre 14 depicts economic and substance
abuse indicators for Staunton /Augusta
County
for the t'period 1970-77.

.

Ittininton/Augusta-CountyTVtrgIn
w.

Econoc Environment

6'

Waynesboro/Augusta County, Virginia
r

.

Located in Augusta County, Staunton represents the'highly industrial andourbanized section of tine Shenandoah Valley Region. The
community as a whole is stablp and mature;
the diversity of its employment made Staunton

Waynesboro, _Augusta County, is located in

the Shenandoah Valley region in Virginia.
Its population is relatively stable and repee-

the last of the neighboring cities to be hit
by the recession.

-

Economic 'Environment

sents ong of the more urbanized sections of
the valley region. Despite the diversification
of, its industries, Waynesboro was hard hit
by the 1974-75 recession. Thiokol Corporation, 'a plant producing polypropylene fiber

However, Idcal cutbacks,

were severe. American Safety Razor Comp'any,
50 percent of whos,eSPersonnel reside in

Staunton, cut back s me 50 percent of its

work force between 1973 and 1975. A Wegtinghouse plant: 30 percent of whose employees
skied-in Staunton, 4..ut back- its work force
nearly 50 percent because of the recession.
Finally, Stanfey-M d Eurhiture, which had a
pint in Staun
d a plant in Waynesboro,
shut down the St
ton plant in 1974 dtie to
a deCrease in home furniture needs related

used for lAribbods, cigarette ripoff ribbbns,
and carpet bacttings suffered significant
los-sres-ln-t975-W1-976, primarily due to a
decrease in carpeting needs as a result of
the .tleclitie in new construction Activity.
iz5,tatilsy-Mead, a case gbods furniture prod'ucer,was similarly affected by the housing
constrttion slump; oiri°1974, they cut back

to the housing slumps. This was seens a
particularly important kiss to the StaiWton
community, as 60 percene-of the plant's
.
employees resided in Staunton; many had little

approximately 20 percent of their work force.
In addition:

Unemployment rose 'iZ.1 percent in 1975,
4,95.percent increase over the 6.2 percent
;
ratefor 1973.
°

education. While the Waynesboro °plant
absOrbed some workers, many others who were
already In their late fifties filtered into

e

.4

a,

Staunton's unemployed ranks. AddiAional
effect. of the recession are shown by the

The number of building permits issued
dropped 37 percent from 89 in 1973 to 56

following phenomena:

in 197.5.

.

The number of building permits issued.
declined by 32 percent from° 1974, to 1975.
30
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FIGURE 13. Duane Vista/Rockbridge County, Vincent&
Economic and substahta abuts* Indicators
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data were not available for all years.
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FIGURE 14. Staunton/Augusta County, Virginia
Economic and subitance abuse indicators
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Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Alcohol and brug Abuse

The drug and alcohol arrest rates for Waynes-bbro are tsighly erratic and do not have any
clear explanation.

In the environment of Dover - Foxcroft, drinking is often the only affordable recreation

Although

enforceMent

policies

have

Ad the way to pass the time if a person is
unemployed. The extent of the alcohol problem can be demonstrated by the following

not

changed over the mars, the alcohol arrest
trends vary. DWI arrests have been on the

factS:

decline since 1972-73, but have risen sharply
in 1977. The 1972 peak for public drunkenness arrests may be explained by thclarge

OUI (operating under the influence)
arrests have risen 250 percent. from 1972

year. Alcohol-related diagnoses have been
on the decline at area hospitals since 1973.

Alcohol-related diagnoses at the county
hospital have tripled from 1973 to 1977.

Drug arrests in Waynesboro are primarily

Drug arrest trends .have been on the d cline
since 1975. Almost all of the arrests are
marijuana related, and public pressure on
police has decreased the arrest rate. Drugrelated hospital a fissions are few and erratic.
Clearly, alcohol buse is a much more serious
problem
in
D
er-Foxcroft today.

to 1977.

influx of out-of-state industrial worktrs that

marijuana related. The 1974-75 peaks were
duecto an intense enforcement campaign which
was discontinued by 1976. Drug-related hos-

pital admissions are almost nonexistent in
In this instance there does not

Waynesboro.

seem to be any correlation between substance
and the economic dislocation.

abuse

Figure 16 depicts ecorlornic and substance
indicators for Dover-Foxcroft/
Piscataquis County for the period 1970-77.

Figure 15 depicts economic and substance
abuse indicators for Waynesboro/Augusta

abuse

Dover-Foxcroft/PlscataquIs County, Mains

Eastport/Washington County, Mains

Economic Environment

Economic Environment

Dover-Foxcroft, located in Piscataquis,
ounty, began losii5g its traditional sources
wealth and employment in the early 1950s
with the closing of area woolen mills. Efforts
by 1°61 and regional officials helped to
expand and diversify the area's economic base
throughout the 1960s.
The largest
employers-rthe traditional industries--remained
vulnerable to economic dislocation, however.

Washington CoUnty's traditional economic

p.

base--primarily fishing, shipping, and related
industries--has been declining throughout
the twentieth century. Eastport population
has declined by 63 percent from 1900 to 1970,
with modest reversal of this trend by 1977.
Local fisheries were unable to compete with
foreign fleets 'and large corporations. Consequently, many of the related industries
The--areals--eeonomywas-devastetedinthe--have-alse-eollapsed.
1974 -7k recession.

Specifically,

1,240 jobs were lost from primary manufacturing alone.
0

Unemploymbnt rose from 6.3 percent in
1974

to

17.7

percent

in

The 1974-75 recession damaged or extinguished most of the remaining industrial
sources of employment. The effects of the
recession are shown by the following phenomena:

1975.

Unemployment rose from 8.8 percent in
1972 to 12.8 percent in 1975. The monthly
unemployment rate in 1975 went as high
as 17 percent.

Officjals are actively seeking new industries,
but there remains serious doubt about whether
the area's traditional economic activities can
be revived. There are also strong, barriers
to securing the necessary financing to locate
new business operations. Dover-Foxcroft's
loss of prosperity has led to a communitywide
depression, and its industrial economic future
is uncertain.

,Eastport's median household buying income
was $6,998, only 60 percent of the State
average, in 1975.

Almost 20 percent jaf the housing has deteriorated and is considered substandard.
33
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FIGURE 15. Waynesboro/Augusta County, Virginia
Economic and substance abuse indicators
Units
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FIGURE te. Doyr-Foxcroft/Piscataquis County, Men
Economic and substance *bus* indicators
Units
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Planning has begun recently to eliminate the
chronic depression by attracting new industries. to the area.

power and th
ift° of%.the textile and shoe
industries to. other areas have caused a vast
dislocation of the area's traditional economic
base.
Lewiston has attempted to moderate
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
... the effects of the long-term decline in employment by diversifying its economic base, b'ut0
There was a definite peak of alcohol abuse in
the recession of 1974-75 caused a rapid and
1974-75,, the period in which Eastport's ecoextensive economic dislocation in Lewiston.
nomic situation was at its worst. Also,
Its effects are demonstrated by the following:
OUI arrests rose 74 percent from 1972 to

Unemployment rose from 7.4 percent in

1975.

1972

Assault and battery arrests peaked in 1975,
at a level almost-'40 percent higher than

Per capita° income declined from $4,443 in
1974 to $3,890 in 1975.

to

10.8

percent" in

1975.

in 1972.

The economid outlook for the majority of
Alcohol-related hospital admissions doubled
from 1973 to 1975.

Drug use has been iricreising in Eastport,
but it appears to be unrelated to the economic
decline. The increase in drug arrests, which
are almost exclusively for, possession of marijuana, is .primarily the
enforcement procedures.
I

result of stricter

Figure 17 depicts economic and substance
indicators for. Eastport/Washington
County
for
the . period
1970-77..
abuse

0
Lewiston/Androscoggin County, Maine
Economic Environment

Located in Androscoggin County, Lewiston is
an old industrial city which prospered
,
throughout the laSt century because industry

was attracted by the water po,er potential
of the Great Falls of the Androscoggin River.

The decline in .dependence on water for direct

Lewiston's residents seems at best only a slow
improvement in a situation of extensive pov-

erty.

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Alcohol, appears to be a significant problem
in Lewiston. Operating under the influence
arrest§ have increased more than 50 percent,
and disorderly conduct.warrests have risen
niktrothan 300 percent since 1972. The data
the two Lewiston hospitals suggest that
the 1974-75 recession resulted in even greater
alcohol-related 'health problems.

however, drug abuse does not appear to be
a serious problem in Lewiston. Drug arrests
peaked, in 1975, and declined by 38 =percent
in 1977. This is due largely to the change
in community attitudes toward marijuana.
Drug-related hospital admissions have reciained
relatively stable.'
'Figure 18 depicts economic and substance
abuse indicators forN.Lewiston/AndrosCoggin
County for the
period 1970-77.

FIGURE 17. Eastport/Washington County, Mains
Economic and substance abuts Indicators '
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--- FIGURE 18. Lewiston/Androscoggin County,
Economic and substance abuse indicators
Units
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